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Abstract: In the foundational manuscript [1] Emil Artin has introduced the sequence of
Braid Group Bn. Bn is a group whose elements are equivalence classes of n-braids up to isotopy.
The Braid Group admits different equivalent definitions, in particular, we will introduce the
Birman-Ko-Lee presentation [2] whose generators are al,m (the al,m braid is the elementary
interchange of the l-th and the m-th strand of the braid with all the other strands held fixed). A
classical result done by Lusztig [3] shows that there exists an action of the Braid Group over the
Drinfel-Jimbo Quantum group (UDJ

q ); this action plays a central role in order to understand the
structure of UDJ

q . In recent years Appel, Sala and Schiffmann [3], [4] introduced a continuum
analogue Quantum Group UDJ

q (X), that is an appropriate colimit of DJ Quantum Groups
and their Cartan datum X can be thought of as a generalization of a quiver, where vertices
are replaced by intervals. In order to study these continuum Quantum Groups, we define a
continuum analogue of Braid Groups BX mean by the BKL generators. We show that these
groups preserve the colimit structure, we show that the Theorem of Hiwahori and Matsumoto
holds [6] for the BKL presentation of Bn and it is compatible with the colimit structure.
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